1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The purpose of this article is to provide reference forecasts for CO~2~ emissions in Portugal. We consider both aggregate emissions and each of its main sources -- solid fuels, liquid fuels, gas, and cement production. Our ultimate objective is to compare our reference forecasts with the relevant emissions targets and thereby ascertain how much of an additional policy effort is necessary to achieve such targets.

There is strong scientific evidence confirming the warming the planet\'s climate system, with increasing temperature of the atmosphere and oceans, rising sea levels, melting ice, among others, whose most likely causes are the increased concentration of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere \[see, for example, [@bib24]\].

Recently, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change \[see [@bib23]\] has pointed out that limiting global warming to 1.5 °C would require "rapid and far-reaching" transitions in land, energy, industry, buildings, transport, and cities. Moreover, global net anthropogenic emissions of CO~2~ would need to fall by about 45% from 2010 levels by 2030, reaching 'net zero' around 2050. These new targets were, in general terms, incorporated into the Roadmap for Carbon Neutrality, released as a Portuguese Ministerial Council Resolution in July 2019 \[[@bib30]\].

Identifying the proper reference scenario is a critical first step in ascertaining the extent of the policy efforts required to achieve any policy target for emissions, and thereby determining the costs involved in achieving such goals. Hence, there are two key policy questions in these matters in Portugal. The first question deals with identifying what will emissions in 2030 and 2050 be under a reference or baseline scenario. We follow the IPCC definition of baseline scenario, which assumes that no mitigation policy or measure beyond those that are already in place and/or legislated or planned for implementation. The second question, and as a corollary, is the determination of the dimension of the additional policy efforts needed to accomplish such emission targets.

Specifying a reference scenario, as in the typical reference scenario projections, means predicting a path to CO~2~ emissions that reflect existing demographic trends, prospective trends for energy and industrial processes, for the services, residential, transport and waste sectors, as well as, ongoing policy commitments. This conventional approach to establishing reference scenarios, however, introduces a large number of working assumptions and a great degree of arbitrariness in their specifications, thereby clouding the information it intends to provide.

This paper uses an autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average approach \[ARFIMA\], to provide reference forecasts for CO~2~ emissions in Portugal based on a comprehensive statistical analysis of the different time series and recognizing the possible presence of long-memory through fractional integration. Accordingly, our forecasts rely strictly on the most basic statistical fundamentals of the stochastic processes that underlie emissions. As such, they capture the information included in the sample, and implicitly assume that the observed trends will continue in the future. Thus, these forecasts provide the most fundamental reference case emissions forecast \[see [@bib10] for an application of this forecasting methodology to develop reference scenarios for world CO~2~ emissions). In addition, this methodology recognizes that emission patterns are subject to a great degree of inertia due to consumption patterns and production technologies. Accordingly, a focus on a methodology that highlights the relevance of long-term dynamics is fundamental.

There is now an extensive literature on fractional integration, which goes well beyond the stationary/non-stationary dichotomy to consider the possibility that variables may follow a long memory process \[see, among others, [@bib15], [@bib26] [@bib32] and [@bib28]\]. The ARFIMA methodology is inspired by a budding literature on the analysis of energy and carbon emissions based on a fractional integration approach \[see, for example, [@bib6], [@bib4], [@bib3], [@bib7] and [@bib17] and [@bib9], [@bib8])\].

In this literature, long-range dependence is characterized by a hyperbolically-decaying autocovariance function and by a spectral density that approaches infinity as the frequency tends to zero \[see among others, [@bib5], [@bib16] and [@bib14]\]. The intensity of this phenomena can be measured by a differencing parameter, which includes the stationary and the non-stationary cases as particular cases.

'Long memory' means that there is significant dependence between observations widely separated in time, and from a policy perspective, the effects of shocks are temporary but long lasting. Therefore, the only way to achieve permanent effects is to adopt permanent policies. In contrast, the traditional stationary/non-stationary dichotomy would suggest that the effects of transitory policies are either short-lived (stationary case) or permanent (non-stationary case). This more rigid approach is bound to lead to misleading policy implications by either identifying short lived effects where the effects may actually be long lasting or by identifying as permanent, effects that may actually be mean reverting. Accordingly, the fractional integration properties of CO~2~ emissions have important policy implications for the specification of long-term reference case scenarios for emissions.

All of these issues are of great relevance in the context of the Portuguese experience. In the last three decades, Portugal has implemented policies aligned with the international guidelines and policy targets for climate change, namely the European Union climate change strategy, the Kyoto Protocol and, more recently, the Paris Agreement \[see, for example, the Strategic Framework for Climate Policy, [@bib31] and the Roadmap for Carbon Neutrality, RNC2050 (2019)\]. As a result, we have observed the introduction of natural gas, the strategic option in favor of renewable energy sources, the stimulus towards energy efficiency, and the participation in the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme. These policy efforts have contributed both to the successful completion of the first Kyoto Protocol\'s period of compliance objectives and the reduction in emissions observed since 2002. Still, there is a keen awareness that there is much to be done.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section [2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} presents the data set. Section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} provides a brief technical description of the methodology used. Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} discusses the empirical findings, considering first the fractional integration analysis and then the accuracy of in-sample forecasts. Section [5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} presents and discusses our reference forecasts vis-à-vis other available reference forecasts and national policy scenarios. Finally, section [6](#sec6){ref-type="sec"} provides a summary of the results, and discusses their policy implications.

2. Data: sources and description {#sec2}
================================

2.1. Data sources {#sec2.1}
-----------------

Aggregate CO~2~ emissions in Portugal are the sum of four components: CO~2~ emissions from burning fossil fuels -- solid/coal, liquid/oil, and gas, and CO~2~ emissions from cement production. There are no CO~2~ emissions from gas flaring. Moreover, we do not consider emissions from land use, nor from land-use change and forestry. All variables are measured in million metric tonnes of carbon per year (Mt, hereafter), and were converted into units of carbon dioxide by multiplying the original data by 3.664, the ratio of the two atomic weights.

We consider annual data for CO~2~ emissions in Portugal for the period between 1950 and 2017. The data until 2014 is from the Carbon-Dioxide Information Analysis Centre - CDIAC \[see [@bib25] and [@bib12]\]. This data set contains information going back to 1870. Nevertheless, given the profound structural changes that occurred after World War II, we only use data starting in 1950.

We obtained emissions between 2015 and 2017 by using the information reported in the National Inventory of GHG Emissions, [@bib29]. While this source only goes back to 1990 and, therefore, in and of itself provides a rather inadequate sample size, it is a very helpful source in extending the CDIAC series. We started by checking the consistency of the two data series for the period they overlap, i.e., 1990--2014. We find they are very closely related something to be expected as the central sources of information for the CDIAC are the national inventory reports. Specifically, the two series are statistically cointegrated in growth rates. With this in mind, we obtain the values for the different emissions for 2015--2017 by simply applying the growth rates of CO2 emission from the [@bib29] figures for CO2 emission levels without net CO2 from land use, land use change and forestry.

2.2. Description of the data {#sec2.2}
----------------------------

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} presents summary information about our data. It includes information about total CO~2~ emissions in the first year of each decade as well as the mean shares per decade of emissions from combustion of solid, liquid, and gas fossil fuels and from cement production in the total emissions.Table 1Portugal CO~2~ emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production.Table 1Aggregate CO2 emissionsAverage Shares of Total Emissions (%)YearsMtYearsSolid\
FuelsLiquid\
FuelsGas\
FuelsCement\
Production**1950**5.621**1950--1959**37.056.7--6.3**1960**8.218**1960--1969**26.266.6--7.2**1970**15.246**1970--1979**9.681.8--8.6**1980**26.963**1980--1989**12.478.1--9.5**1990**42.286**1990--1999**24.566.33.38.2**2000**62.680**2000--2009**19.960.612.37.2**2010**48.097**2010--2017**20.954.918.95.3**2017**50.784**2017**22.555.1175.5**1950--20171950--2017**18.462.412.77.1

In the second half of the 20th Century, total CO~2~ emissions grew at a steady pace. This trend was reverted in the last two decades with emissions decreasing progressively until the end of the sample period. Annual CO~2~ emissions peaked in 2002 at 66.7 Mt. By 2017, emissions reached 50.8 Mt, a Fig. 20% and 5.6% above the 1990 and 2010 reference levels, respectively. For perspective, Portugal\'s total CO~2~ emissions in 2017 represent about 1.4% of total European Union emissions and just 0.13% of worldwide emissions.

CO~2~ emissions from solid fossil fuel combustion represented on average over the sample period a little more than 18.6% of total emissions. These emissions reached their lowest point in relative terms in the 1970s and have shown a relatively steady increase ever since. In the last few years of the sample, they represented 22.7% of total emissions.

The combustion of liquid fuels was the dominant source of CO~2~ emissions during the sample period, contributing on average to around 61.4% of total emissions. In the 1970s and 80s they represented close to 80% of the total, a number that has significantly declined ever since. By the last years of the sample, they amounted to 54.9% of emissions.

Natural gas has developed rapidly after its introduction in 1998. Accordingly, related CO~2~ emissions has increased significantly. The average share from gas in aggregate emissions for the period 1998--2017 was 12.7%, a share that has been steadily increasing over the last three decades to reach 17% over the last years of the sample.

Finally, CO~2~ emissions from cement production account for 7.1% of total emissions over the sample period. These emissions peaked in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s. Their relative share of emissions decreased in the last two decades to reach just 5.3% in the most recent years of the sample.

3. Fractional integration {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Fractionally-integrated processes {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------

A fractionally-integrated process is a stochastic process with a degree of integration that is a fractional number, and whose autocorrelations decay slowly at a hyperbolic rate of decay. Accordingly, fractionally-integrated processes display long-run rather than short-term dependence and for that reason are also known as long-memory processes.

A time series $x_{t} = y_{t} - \beta z_{t}$ is said to be fractionally integrated of order $d$, if it can be represented by$$\left( {1 - L} \right)^{d}\ x_{t} = u_{t},\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ t = 1,\ 2,\ 3,\ \ldots$$where, $\beta$ is the coefficients vector, $z_{t}$ represents all deterministic factors of the process, $y_{t},$ and $t\  = \ 1,\ 2,\ \ldots n$, $L$ is the lag operator, $d$ is a real number that captures the long-run effect, and $u_{t}$ is. $I\left( 0 \right).$

Allowing for values of "$d$" in the interval between 0 and 1 gives an extra flexibility that may be important when modeling long-term dependence in the conditional mean. Indeed, in contrast to an $I\left( 0 \right)$ time series (where $d = 0$) in which shocks die out at an exponential rate, or an $I\left( 1 \right)$ process (where $d = 1$) in which there is no mean reversion, shocks to the conditional mean of an $I\left( d \right)$ time series with $0 < d < 1$ dissipate at a slow hyperbolic rate. More specifically, if $\  - 0.5 < d < 0$, the autocorrelation function decays at a slower hyperbolic rate but the process can be called anti-persistent, or, alternatively, to have rebounding behavior or negative correlation. If$\ 0 < d < 0.5$, the process reverts to its mean but the auto-covariance function decreases slowly as a result of the strong dependence on past values. Nevertheless, the effects will last longer than in the pure stationary case ($d = 0$). If$0.5 < d < 1,$ the process is non-stationary with a time-dependent variance, but the series retains its mean-reverting property. Finally, if$d \geq 1$, the process is non-stationary and non-mean-reverting, i.e. the effects of random shocks are permanent \[for details see, for example, [@bib20], [@bib19], [@bib18], [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib5], [@bib28] and [@bib22], [@bib9]\].

3.2. ARFIMA processes {#sec3.2}
---------------------

An autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average model is a generalization of the autoregressive moving average \[ARMA\] model which frees it from the I(0)/I(1) dichotomy, therefore allowing for the estimation of the degree of integration of the data generating process. In an ARMA process, the autoregressive components alone are important to assess whether or not the series is stationary. In the case of the ARFIMA model, the autoregressive and the moving average terms are a part of the model selection criteria. Accordingly, the ARFIMA approach provides a more comprehensive and yet more parsimonious parameterization of long-memory processes than the ARMA models. Moreover, in the ARFIMA class of models, the short-run and the long-run dynamic is disentangled by modeling the short-run behavior through the conventional ARMA polynomial, while the long run is captures by the fractional differencing parameter, $d$ \[see, among others, [@bib13]\].

If the process $\left\{ u_{t} \right\}$ in (1) is an autoregressive moving average process of order p and q, then $\left\{ x_{t} \right\}$ is a $\text{ARFIMA}\left( \text{p},\text{d},\text{q} \right)$ process:$$\varphi\left( L \right)\left( {1 - L} \right)^{d}\ x_{t} = \theta\left( L \right)e_{t}$$where$$\varphi\left( L \right)\  = \ 1 - \varphi_{1}L - \varphi_{2}L^{2} - \ \ \ldots\ \ \  - \varphi_{p}L^{p} = 0\ \ \ \theta\left( L \right) = 1 + \theta_{1}L + \theta_{2}L^{2} + \ \ \ldots\ \  + \theta_{p}L^{q} = 0$$are the polynomials of order $p$ and $q$ respectively, with all zeroes of lying outside the unit circle, and with $e_{t}$as white noise. Clearly, the process is stationary and invertible for$\  - 0.5 < d < 0.5$.

The estimation of the parameters of the ARFIMA model $\varphi,\ \theta,\ d,\ \beta$ and $\sigma^{2}$ is done by the method of maximum likelihood. The log-Gaussian likelihood of $y$ given parameter estimates $\widehat{\eta}\  = \ \left( \widehat{\varphi},\widehat{\theta},\ \widehat{d},\ \widehat{\beta},\ {\widehat{\sigma}}^{2} \right.$) was established by [@bib33] as$$\ell\left( \left( y \middle| \widehat{\eta} \right) \right) = - \frac{1}{2}\left\{ {\mathbf{T}\text{log}\left( {2\pi} \right) + \text{log}\left| \widehat{\mathbf{V}} \right| + \mathbf{X}^{'}{\widehat{\mathbf{V}}}^{- 1}\mathbf{X}} \right\}$$where $X$ represents a $\mathbf{T}$- dimensional vector of the observations on the process $x_{t} = y_{t} - \beta z_{t}$ and the covariance matrix $\mathbf{V}$ has a Toeplitz structure.

3.3. ARFIMA forecasting and prediction-accuracy assessment {#sec3.3}
----------------------------------------------------------

Given the symmetry properties of the covariance matrix, $\mathbf{V}$can be factored as $\mathbf{V} = \mathbf{LDL}'$, where $\mathbf{D} = \text{Diag}\left( v_{t} \right)$ and $\mathbf{L}$ is lower triangular, so that;$$\mathbf{L}' = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
\tau_{1,1} & 1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
\tau_{2,2} & \tau_{2,1} & 1 & \ldots & 0 \\
 \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\tau_{{(T - 1)},{(T - 1)}} & \gamma_{{({T - 1})},{(T - 2)}} & \tau_{{({T - 1})},{(T - 3)}} & \ldots & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

Moreover, let $\tau_{t} = V_{t}^{- 1}\gamma_{t}$, $\gamma_{t}\  = \ \left( {\gamma_{1},\ \ \gamma_{2},\ \ldots,\ \ \gamma_{t}} \right)^{'}$ and $V_{t}$ is the $t\  \times \ t$ upper left sub-matrix of $\mathbf{V}$.

Let $f_{t} = y_{t} - \beta z_{t}$. The best linear forecast of $x_{t + 1}$ based on $x,\ x_{2},\ \ldots\ x_{t}$ is$${\widehat{f}}_{t + 1} = \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{t}\tau_{t,k}f_{t - k + 1}$$

Moreover, the best linear predictor of the innovations is $\widehat{\varepsilon} = L^{- 1}f$, and the one-step-ahead forecasts for $\widehat{y}$, in matrix notation, is$$\widehat{y} = {\widehat{L}}^{- 1}\left( {y - Z\widehat{\beta}} \right) + Z\widehat{\beta.}$$

Forecasting is carried out as suggested by [@bib11] so that ${\widehat{f}}_{T + k} = {\widetilde{\gamma}}_{k}^{'}{\widehat{V}}^{- 1}\widehat{f}$, where ${\widetilde{\gamma}}_{k} = \left( {{\widehat{\gamma}}_{T + k - 1},\ \ \ {\widehat{\gamma}}_{T + k - 2},\ \ldots,\ \ {\widehat{\gamma}}_{k}} \right)$. The accuracy of predictions is based on the average squared forecast error, which is computed as $\ MSE\left( {\widehat{f}}_{T + k} \right) = {\widehat{\gamma}}_{0} - {\widetilde{\gamma'}}_{k}{\widehat{V}}^{- 1}{\widetilde{\gamma}}_{k}$.

There is a wide diversity of loss functions available and their properties vary extensively. Even so, all of these share a common feature, in that "lower is better." That is, a large value indicates a poor forecasting performance, whereas a value close to zero implies an almost-perfect forecast. We use three average loss indicators: the Mean Absolute Percentage Error \[MAPE\], the Adjusted Mean Absolute Percentage Error \[AMAPE\], and the U-statist inequality coefficient.

The MAPE and the AMAPE are relative measures, in that they are percentages. In particular, the MAPE is the percentage error, and has the advantage of having a lower bound of zero. The lower the indicator the greater the model\'s forecast accuracy. Nevertheless, this loss function has drawbacks in any practical application. First, with zero values, we have a division by zero issue. Second, the MAPE does not have an upper limit. The AMAPE corrects almost completely the asymmetry problem between actual forecast values, and has the advantage of having both a zero lower bound and an upper bound. Like the MAPE, the smaller the AMAPE, the greater the accuracy of predictions.

The Theil inequality coefficient, as provided by the U-statistic, yields a measure of how well estimated values compares to a corresponding time series of observed values. It lies between zero and one, with zero suggesting a perfect fit. It can be decomposed into three sources of inequality: bias, variance, and covariance proportions coverage. The bias component of the forecast errors measures the extent to which the mean of the forecast is different from the mean of the recorded values. Similarly, the variance component tells us how far the variation of the forecast is from the variation of the actual series. Finally, the covariance proportion measures the remaining unsystematic component of the forecasting errors. Naturally, the three components add up to one.

4. The basic empirical results {#sec4}
==============================

4.1. Preliminary structural break analysis {#sec4.1}
------------------------------------------

Preliminary Quandt-Andrews and Andrews-Ploberger tests for structural changes \[see [@bib1] and [@bib2]\] are reported in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} . These tests point to possible structural breakpoints for total CO~2~ emissions, emissions from liquid fuels and from cement production in 2002, for coal in 1995 and for cement production in 2008.Table 2Quandt-Andrews and Andrews-Ploberger structural break tests.Table 2VariableBreak pointQuandt-AndrewsAndrews-Ploberger*t*-testp-value*t*-testp-valueAggregate CO2 emissions200218.9810.0026.4300.002CO2 emissions from solid fuels199513.0290.0274.0500.021CO2 emissions from liquid fuels200213.1170.0263.4750.038CO2 emissions from gas fuels20113.2760.8471.0860.481CO2 emissions from cement production200822.5710.0007.7860.001

From a conceptual perspective, these are all reasonable structural break points. The year 2002 corresponds to a turning point in total CO~2~ emissions in Portugal due to the full implementation of the international commitments under the Kyoto Protocol and the European Union effort sharing decisions. In turn, 1995 corresponds to the beginning of activity of the Pego power plant, one of the only two coal-operated power plants in the country. Finally, in 2008 there was a sharp decline in the production of cement, due to the economic and financial crisis and its devastating effects on the construction sector.

4.2. Fractional integration analysis {#sec4.2}
------------------------------------

[Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} presents the results of the estimations of the $\text{ARFIMA}\left( p,d,q \right)$ models, using annual data from 1950 to 2017. The best specifications were selected using the Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion \[BIC\] and include statistically significant autoregressive and moving-average terms.Table 3Fractional-integration results: 1950--2017.Table 3VariableCoefficientEstimatesStd. Err. (*p-value*)Confidence IntervalsBICAggregate CO2 emissions***d*0.4470.079 (*0.000*)\[0.293;0.601\]**331.742***p***~**1**~0.6020.138 (*0.000*)\[0.331; 0.873\]***p***~**3**~0.3390.120 *(0.005*)\[0.102; 0.575\]CO2 emissions from solid fuels***d*0.4400.086 (0.000)\[0.272;0.608\]**216.876***p***~**1**~0.4790.135 (*0.000*)\[0.215; 0.743\]***p***~**3**~0.388*0.103 (0.000)*\[0.187; 0.590\]CO2 emissions from liquid fuels***d*0.4690.044 (*0.000*)\[0.383;0.555\]**286.220***p***~***1***~0.5320.099 (*0.000*)\[0.337; 0.727\]***p***~***3***~0.393*0.093 (0.000)*\[0.210; 0.576\]Co2 emissions from gas fuels***d*0.2670.172 *(0.121)*\[-0.071;0.605\]**69.562***p***~***1***~0.9510.059 *(0.000)*\[0.835; 1.067\]CO2 emissions from cement production***d*0.4790.031 (*0.000*)\[0.419;0.540\]**120.731***p***~***1***~0.4970.126 (*0.000*)\[0.250; 0.744\][^1]

When included in the ARFIMA models, however, the dummy coefficients corresponding to the potential structural breaks identified in the previous section are not statistically significant. Furthermore, the best specification of the ARFIMA models as indicated by the BIC does not include structural breaks. For this reason, the empirical results in this paper do not consider structural breaks. Not surprisingly, the corresponding estimation results with structural breaks are not different in any meaningful way \[and are available from the authors upon request\].

Overall, our results provide strong empirical evidence for the non-rejection of the presence of long memory for both aggregate CO~2~ emissions as well as its different components. The estimated values of the fractional parameter $d$ are all between 0 and 1, thus allowing us to reject both the case of pure stationarity model ($d = 0$) and the case of a unit root model ($d = 1$). All series exhibit long-term memory as all estimated parameters $d$ lie within the interval (0, 0.5). Total emissions have a degree of persistence of $d$ = 0.447, which literally corresponds to the convex combination of the persistent levels estimated for each of its four individual components. In relative terms, emission from gas show the smallest degree of persistence, $d\  =$0.267, while emissions form cement production show the highest degree of persistence, $d =$ 0.478.

With the exception of CO~2~ emissions from gas combustion, all of the estimates of the fractional integration parameter are statistically significant at 1%. The lower precision of the estimate for emissions from gas is due to the smaller sample size for this variable.

Finally, the confidence intervals for the estimated fractional integration parameters are relatively narrow and always in the positive range. In all cases, however, the upper bound is slightly greater than 0.5, leaving open the marginal possibility that the different series may be non-stationary, though still would be mean reverting.

4.3. In-sample global CO~2~ emissions forecasts {#sec4.3}
-----------------------------------------------

[Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} plots the actual values against the in-sample forecasts for global CO~2~ emissions between 1950 and 2017. [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} summarizes our forecasting accuracy analysis for the in-sample predictions.Fig. 1In-sample CO2 Predictions: 1950-2017Note: The grey lines represent the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence interval.Fig. 1Table 4In-sample forecasts accuracy analysis: 1950--2017.Table 4CO2 EmissionsAggregate CO2Solid\
FuelLiquid\
FuelGas\
FuelCement productionMean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE)6.1%14.7%7.3%8.0%12.8%Adjusted Mean Absolute Percentage Error (AMAPE)3.9%8.2%4.5%4.1%7.3%Theil Inequality Coefficient0.030.070.030.050.09Mean Squared Error decomposition: Bias proportion4.9%3.4%3.2%4.3%8.7% Variance proportion1.5%0.0%2.3%1.0%1.2% Covariance proportion93.5%96.5%94.5%94.8%90.1%

In general, we get excellent in-sample predictions for both aggregate CO~2~ emissions and each one of its four components. The MAPE ranges from a minimum of 6.1% for total emissions to a maximum of 14.7% for emissions from coal. In addition, the percentage of projected values outside the confidence interval ranges from a minimum of 1.5% for emissions from cement production to a maximum of 7.4% for emissions from coal combustion.

In turn, the U-statistic shows a very small value, varying in a band between 0.03 and 0.09. This suggests that the predictions compare quite well with the observed values. Furthermore, the predictions are non-skewed and show a low variance. More than 90% of the prediction error in all components under analysis is non-systematic. The less precise results for natural gas emissions are, once again, due to its smaller sample size.

5. ARFIMA CO~2~ emissions forecasts and their implications {#sec5}
==========================================================

5.1. The ARFIMA Forecasts 2018--2050 {#sec5.1}
------------------------------------

Having established a good forecasting performance of the different ARFIMA models, we use these estimates to forecast CO~2~ emissions until 2050. The detailed results are presented in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Tables A1 to A5 in the Appendix. In [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} , we present summary results relative to the 2010 reference emissions. To facilitate comparisons, we follow the lead of the [@bib23] report, which considers 2010 as the reference year for emissions reductions targets.Fig. 2CO~2~ emissions forecasts: 2018 - 2050Note: The grey lines represent the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence interval.Fig. 2Table 5CO2 emissions forecasts: Changes in emissions relative to 2010 reference levels (%).Table 5Aggregate CO2Solid fuelLiquid fuelGasCement2020-1.766.3-14.8-29.919.42030-6.951.9-20.6-44.713.52040-12.538.0-25.5-56.09.02050-17.527.3-29.4-64.45.7

Total CO~2~ emissions are projected to decrease from 50.8 Mt in 2017 to 39.7 Mt in 2050. Emissions in 2030 and 2050 are forecasted to be about 6.9% and 17.5% below the 2010 reference level (48.1 Mt), respectively. Accordingly, the projected reductions in emissions are more pronounced until 2030 -- an average annual reduction of about 0.46 Mt, and noticeably slower in the next two decades -- an average annual reduction of 0.26 Mt.

The general pattern of reductions projected for total emissions is also present, with some minor changes, at a more disaggregated level when we consider the four different individual components of total emissions. Noticeably, we project emissions for liquid fuel and gas fuel combustions to be always below the 2010 reference levels. In turn, we project emissions from solid fuel combustion and from cement production to be always above the 2010 reference levels. Emissions from the combustion of liquid fuels are projected to decline by 2030 and 2050 to 20.6% and 29.4% below the 2010 level while the projected emissions from natural gas by 2030 and 2050 are 44.7% and 64.4% below the level in 2010, at a level of 3.7 Mt. In turn, projections of emissions from coal in 2030 and 2050 are 51.9% and 27.3% higher than the reference year while projected emissions from cement production will reach levels 13.5% and 5.7% above the 2010 levels by 2030 and 2050, respectively.

5.2. The ARFIMA forecasts and the IPCC special Report 2018 and RNC2050 targets {#sec5.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recently, the [@bib23] report has pointed that limiting global warming to 1.5 °C would require "rapid and far-reaching" transitions in land, energy, industry, buildings, transport, and cities which will require a fall of global net anthropogenic CO2 emissions by about 45% from 2010 by 2030, and reaching 'net zero' around 2050. While the IPCC report focuses on global anthropogenic emissions as the reference variable, our projections focus only on CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production, to which we apply literally the broader IPCC goals. As such, in this exercise we ignore any national or source-based differentiation in the international implementation of the IPCC2018 targets.

The IPCC2018 emissions targets were applied and adopted in very general terms to the Portuguese case in the RNC2050 (2019), which establishes the strategic framework of public policies in Portugal aiming at carbon neutrality in 2050. In reality, the RNC2050 (2019) does not set specific targets for 2030 and 2050, but rather provides confidence intervals based on three alternative scenarios. Specifically, the RNC2050 (2019) points for 2030 to a range of reduction in emissions of \[-45%,-55%\] and to carbon neutrality by 2050 assuming a range in carbon sinks of \[-85%,-90%\], both relative to 2005. We apply the middle points of these ranges to the values for CO2 emissions from fossil fuels and cement production in 2005 to obtain the implicit RNC2050 targets for 2030 and 2050. Then, we change the base year from 2005 to 2010 in order to facilitate comparisons. According to these calculations, the RNC2050 targets represent a reduction of 32.2%% in emissions by 2030 while carbon neutrality by 2050 requires a reduction of 83.0%, both relative to 2010 levels. Ultimately, the RNC2050 (2019) projects a level of emissions by 2050 in line with [@bib23] guidelines, although by 2030 the projected reduction is slightly lower than the IPCC guidelines.

The IPCC2018 and the RNC2050 policy targets are presented in lines 1 and 2 of [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} . Under the IPCC targets, CO~2~ emissions in Portugal would have to decrease by 21.6 Mt or 45% of 2010 emissions by 2030 and a further 18.3 Mt, or a further 38% of 2010 levels, between 2030 and 2050. The total target accumulated reduction by 2050 is 39.9 Mt, which corresponds to a reduction of 83% relative to 2010. Given our discussion about and without loss of generality, we can say that by construction, the objectives of the RNC2050 for 2050 are the same as the IPCC. The projected trajectory of decrease in emissions under the RNC2050, however, is slightly less frontloaded, with a projected decrease of 32.2% in 2030 relative to 2010 values.Table 6Reductions in CO2 emissions relative to 2010 (%).Table 620302050Increment over 2030Total(1) [@bib23] Policy targets-45.0%-38.0%-83.0%(2) RNC2050 (2019) targets-32.2%-50.8%-83.0%(3) ARFIMA model-6.9%-10.6%-17.5%Policy efforts relative to ARFIMA model(4) [@bib23] targets (1)--(3)-38.1-27.4%-65.5%(5) RNC2050 (2019) targets (2)--(3)-25.3-40.2-65.5%

Of the greatest importance is the comparison of these policy targets with our reference scenario. Line 3 of [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} indicates that the inertia effect estimated according to the ARFIMA model projections is responsible for the reduction of 6.9% of emissions by 2030 and of 10.5% between this year and 2050, with a total cumulative reduction of 17.5%. This implies that the inertia of the Portuguese emissions system is very far from sufficient to generate the path of CO2 emissions necessary to achieve the IPCC targets towards carbon neutrality by 2050.

Since our CO~2~ emissions forecasts provide the most fundamental reference case forecast of emissions, they can be used to assess the net policy effort necessary to achieve emissions goals. This information is provided in lines 4 and 5 of [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} and represents the difference between the IPCC and the RNC2050 policy targets and the ARFIMA model forecasts, respectively.

Line 4 of [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} indicates that a policy effort that cuts 38.1% of the 45% needed to meet the IPCC mid-term target in 2030 will be necessary. The remaining 6.9% are achieved through the inertia of the emissions system. By 2050, maintaining a policy agenda consistent with the overall objective of an 82.3% reduction in emissions will require an additional policy effort of 27.4% relative to 2030 emission levels, while inertia will be responsible for reducing the remaining 10.6% of emissions this year. Accordingly, the inertia of the system will lead to just 17.5% of the total target reduction in emissions necessary by 2050 and the remaining efforts (-65.5%) will have to come from deliberate decarbonization policies.

Moreover, our results indicate that to meet the RNC2050 (2019) mid-term targets in 2030, it is necessary a policy effort that leads to a reduction of CO2 emissions of 32.2% relative to 2010 levels. Of these, 25.3% corresponds to the extra effort over the basic RNC2050 reduction target due to the inertia of the emissions system. To achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 will require an extra reduction of CO2 emissions of 50.5% relative to 2010 levels, 40.2% of which from deliberate decarbonization policies, and the remaining 10.6% will be achieved through the inertia of the emissions system.

Finally, it should also be noted that the new IPCC guidelines impose a more stringent policy effort until 2030 - a 2.5% average annual reduction in emissions than the subsequent 20 years -- a 1.9% average annual reduction in emissions. The opposite is true under the RNC2050. This is a straightforward implications of different 2030 targets coupled with the same 2050 target in the two cases.

6. Summary, conclusions, and policy implications {#sec6}
================================================

This work uses an ARFIMA approach to evaluate the degree of persistence of total CO~2~ emissions from fossil fuel combustion -- coal, oil, and gas - and cement production in Portugal, and to make projections of CO~2~ emissions until 2050. These ARFIMA projections allow us to assess the policy effort required by the Portuguese authorities to enable the country to meet the new IPCC and RNC2050 targets and thereby contribute to the global effort to limit the average global average temperature rise to 1.5 °C.

Our empirical results suggest that CO2 emissions both at the aggregate level and for each of its four different components are fractionally integrated processes. Accordingly, they show long-memory and the effects of shocks tend to dissipate at a slow hyperbolic rate. Moreover, the degree of fractional integration does not significantly differ among all variables and the degree of fractional integration for aggregate CO2 emissions is very close to the convex combination of the degrees of fractional integration for the four emission sources considered.

In terms of projections for the CO2 emissions, our approach uses only the information included in the stochastic process underlying the baseline data, in a context in which the existing policies in 2017 remain invariant. Our projections for CO2 emissions suggest an inertial pattern of decarbonization of the economy, which translates into emissions reductions of respectively 6.9% and 17.5% in 2030 and 2050 relative to 2010 levels.

The policy effort required to reach carbon neutrality in 2050 is measured by the difference between the reduction of emissions required by the [@bib23] and RNC2050 targets and the ARFIMA emissions projections. Our results suggest that to achieve such policy targets by 2050, additional policy efforts are necessary leading to a reduction in emissions of 65.5% of the 2010 levels. The required long-term policy effort is the same for the IPCC2018 and RNC2050 since both have essentially the same objective for emissions in 2050. The direct application to Portugal of the IPCC2018 targets, however, requires a larger additional policy effort by 2030 (-45% relative to 2010 level) and, consequently, lower additional policy effort in the subsequent 20 years (-38% relative to 2010 levels) compared to the RNC2050 targets (-32.2% and -50.8%, respectively, relative to 2010 levels). Accordingly, if directly applied to Portugal, the IPCC2018 targets would lead to the need of frontloaded policies until 2030. By contrast, with the RNC2050 targets the greatest efforts would have to occur between 2030 and 2050.

These results have important policy implications. First, our emissions projections capture the inertia effect underlying CO2 emissions and this exercise allows us to assess the policy effort involved in the intermediate and final targets. Trivially, the results confirm that the underlying inertia of the reference scenario is insufficient to generate a path of CO2 emissions that would generally achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 and in particular the intermediate IPCC targets. Accordingly, but not surprisingly, our forecasts support the contention of the [@bib23] report that active and deliberate additional policy efforts are crucial in attaining the desirable emission targets.

Second, the long-memory nature of the emissions data implies that any policy shock will have temporary effects albeit longer lasting than suggested in a traditional analysis of stationarity. The mean reversal property of our estimates, however, implies that the policy effort must be persistent to produce equally persistent effects. This is particularly relevant in the framework of the national strategy for achieving carbon neutrality in 2050 where it will be crucial to promote permanent changes in behavior and not just short term fixes.

Finally, the policy efforts required to achieve decarbonization -- a reduction in emissions by 2050 equivalent to 65.5% of the 2010 reference levels - are very demanding and frontloaded if the IPCC2018 targets were to be strictly adopted. The magnitude and urgency of these efforts, however, does not seem to be not matched by the consideration of any significant actions in the current policy debate.

Policy efforts toward the decarbonization of the Portuguese economy must necessarily include important changes such as a comprehensive elimination of pervasive fossil fuel subsidies; the elimination of the large market distortions present in electricity pricing; discontinuing coal-operated electricity production; continued promotion of electricity production from renewable sources; the promotion of abundant and readily available energy efficiency measures. Ultimately, they will require the establishment of a meaningful carbon emissions pricing - either though carbon taxation or emission trading markets.

Significantly, the Portuguese government announced the forced closure of the two major coal-operated power plants - Pego by 2021 and Sines by 2023. This is an important step in the right direction as these two power plants account for about 19% of the emissions in the country. Furthermore, this is a permanent change, the type of change necessary in light of the long-term memory of the emissions systems. Nevertheless, these forced closures will lead to a reduction in emissions that is less than 25% of the total reductions deemed as necessary under our projections.

This paper provides an application and important implications for policy making for the case of the Portuguese emissions. Its relevance, however, is far from parochial. In fact, the need to identify a meaningful reference scenario for emissions is universal. Prospective mitigation policy assessment always requires identifying a benchmark scenario for emissions to determine the timing and magnitude of the policy efforts that are necessary. Defining a meaningful benchmark is best achieved by identifying a reference scenario reflecting the emissions that would exist at future dates in the absence of any emission targets and policies rather than using a recorded value in a particular year \[see, for example, [@bib27]\]. The method presented in this paper has the advantage of generating such a reference scenario and one that reflects the long-term memory of the emissions system. Considering the long-term memory of the system is critical not only for the formulation of the most accurate reference forecasts but also for the understanding of the nature of the response of the emissions system to large policy changes or systemic shocks.

Naturally, our method of identifying the reference scenario and concomitantly the policy efforts to achieve the necessary emission targets is not without limitations. First and foremost, by focusing on the inertia from the past, our approach may miss some of the dynamics in the direction of greater environmental awareness and more environmental conscientious behaviors fueled by social media in the recent past. Our results suggest, however, that the wide gulf between the current emissions patterns and the current future emissions targets is highly unlikely to be bridged without clear, deliberate, comprehensive and substantial policy efforts. As such, identifying the timing and magnitude of these policy efforts requires a frequent update of the reference forecasts in light of the availability of new data, the implementation of new policies, and the consideration of potential exogenous shocks. For example, policies of the type of the forced closure of the coal-operated power plants in Portugal and exogenous shocks such as the COVID-19 pandemic, while may or may not affect the inertia of the emissions system represent significant structural change that need to be considered in the development of future reference forecasts.
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Table A1Total CO~2~ Emissions Forecasts for 2018--2050Table A1YearsTotal co2 emissions (forecasts - *f*~t~)Distançe to reference year (2010)RMSEConfidence interval (95%)MtCO2rmse~t~/*f*~t\ (%)~Lower limitUpper limit201847.800-0.64.18.541.154.5201947.757-0.74.910.339.755.8202047.303-1.75.812.237.856.8202147.121-2.06.513.836.457.9202246.949-2.47.315.535.058.9202346.653-3.08.017.233.559.8202446.382-3.68.718.832.060.7202546.132-4.19.420.430.761.6202645.858-4.710.121.929.362.4202745.579-5.210.723.528.063.2202845.307-5.811.325.026.763.9202945.032-6.411.926.525.464.6203044.755-6.912.527.924.265.3203144.480-7.513.129.423.066.0203244.206-8.113.630.821.866.6203343.932-8.714.132.220.767.2203443.661-9.214.733.619.667.8203543.391-9.815.134.918.568.3203643.124-10.315.636.217.468.8203742.859-10.916.137.616.469.3203842.596-11.416.538.815.469.8203942.335-12.017.040.114.470.3204042.078-12.517.441.413.470.7204141.823-13.017.842.612.571.1204241.571-13.618.243.911.671.6204341.321-14.118.645.110.772.0204441.075-14.619.046.39.872.3204540.832-15.119.447.49.072.7204640.591-15.619.748.68.173.0204740.354-16.120.149.87.373.4204840.120-16.620.450.96.573.7204939.888-17.120.752.05.874.0205039.660-17.521.153.15.074.3 Table A2CO~2~ Emissions from Solid Fuels Forecasts for 2018--2050Table A2YearsTotal co2 emissions forecasts (*f*~t~) (Mt)Distançe to reference year: 2010 (%)RMSEConfidence interval (95%)MtCO2rmse~t~/*f*~t\ (%)~Lower limitUpper limit201810.69769.81.614.88.113.3201910.62868.71.917.77.513.7202010.47666.32.220.86.914.1202110.43765.72.423.06.514.4202210.36564.62.625.46.014.7202310.24862.72.927.95.514.9202410.15661.23.130.15.115.2202510.06659.83.232.24.715.420269.96158.23.434.44.315.620279.86056.63.636.44.015.820289.76455.03.738.43.615.920299.66453.43.940.33.316.120309.56551.94.042.22.916.220319.47050.44.244.02.616.320329.37548.84.345.82.316.420339.28247.44.447.52.016.520349.19145.94.549.21.816.620359.10244.54.650.81.516.720369.01543.14.752.41.316.820378.93041.84.853.91.016.820388.84840.54.955.40.816.920398.76739.25.056.90.617.020408.68938.05.158.30.417.020418.61336.75.159.70.217.120428.53935.65.261.00.017.120438.46734.45.362.4-0.217.220448.39833.35.363.7-0.417.220458.33032.35.464.9-0.617.220468.26431.25.566.1-0.717.320478.20030.25.567.4-0.917.320488.13929.25.668.5-1.017.320498.07928.35.669.7-1.217.320508.02027.35.770.8-1.317.4 Table A3CO~2~ Emissions from Liquid Fuels Forecasts for 2018--2050Table A3YearsTotal co2 emissions forecasts (*f*~t~) (Mt)Distançe to reference year: 2010 (%)RMSEConfidence interval (95%)MtCO2rmse~t~/*f*~t\ (%)~Lower limitUpper limit201825.403-13.12.810.920.830.0201925.279-13.63.413.319.730.8202024.901-14.84.015.918.431.4202124.788-15.24.518.017.432.1202224.656-15.75.020.216.532.8202324.421-16.55.522.515.433.4202424.239-17.16.024.614.434.0202524.079-17.76.426.713.534.6202623.894-18.36.928.712.635.2202723.716-18.97.330.811.735.7202823.551-19.57.732.710.936.2202923.385-20.08.134.710.036.7203023.220-20.68.536.69.237.2203123.062-21.18.938.58.537.7203222.908-21.79.240.37.738.1203322.756-22.29.642.17.038.5203422.608-22.79.943.96.338.9203522.464-23.210.245.65.639.3203622.323-23.710.647.35.039.7203722.185-24.110.949.04.340.1203822.050-24.611.250.63.740.4203921.919-25.011.452.23.140.7204021.790-25.511.753.82.541.1204121.665-25.912.055.31.941.4204221.542-26.312.256.91.441.7204321.422-26.712.558.30.942.0204421.305-27.112.759.80.342.3204521.191-27.513.061.3-0.242.5204621.079-27.913.262.7-0.642.8204720.969-28.313.464.1-1.143.1204820.862-28.713.665.4-1.643.3204920.757-29.013.966.8-2.043.5205020.655-29.414.168.1-2.543.8 Table A4CO~2~ Emissions from Gas Forecasts for 2018--2050Table A4YearsTotal co2 emissions forecasts (*f*~t~) (Mt)Distançe to reference year: 2010 (%)RMSEConfidence interval (95%)MtCO2rmse~t~/*f*~t\ (%)~Lower limitUpper limit20187.570-26.31.419.15.210.020197.381-28.11.925.64.310.520207.202-29.92.331.73.411.020217.030-31.52.637.52.711.420226.863-33.23.043.02.011.720236.701-34.83.248.41.412.020246.544-36.33.553.60.812.320256.390-37.83.858.70.212.620266.240-39.24.063.8-0.312.820276.094-40.74.268.7-0.813.020285.951-42.14.473.7-1.313.220295.813-43.44.678.5-1.713.320305.678-44.74.783.4-2.113.520315.546-46.04.988.2-2.513.620325.418-47.25.093.0-2.913.720335.294-48.55.297.8-3.213.820345.173-49.65.3102.6-3.613.920355.055-50.85.4107.4-3.914.020364.941-51.95.5112.2-4.214.120374.829-53.05.7117.0-4.514.120384.722-54.05.8121.9-4.714.220394.617-55.05.8126.7-5.014.220404.515-56.05.9131.5-5.314.320414.417-57.06.0136.4-5.514.320424.321-57.96.1141.2-5.714.420434.228-58.86.2146.1-5.914.420444.138-59.76.2151.0-6.114.420454.050-60.66.3155.9-6.314.420463.966-61.46.4160.9-6.514.520473.884-62.26.4165.8-6.714.520483.804-63.06.5170.8-6.914.520493.727-63.76.6175.8-7.014.520503.652-64.46.6180.8-7.214.5 Table A5CO~2~ Emissions from Cement Production Forecasts for 2018--2050Table A5YearsTotal co2 emissions forecasts (*f*~t~) (Mt)Distançe to reference year: 2010 (%)RMSEConfidence interval (95%)MtCO2rmse~t~/*f*~t\ (%)~Lower limitUpper limit20182.75920.70.930.91.44.220192.74520.10.933.91.24.320202.73119.41.036.01.14.320212.71618.81.037.71.04.420222.70218.21.139.11.04.420232.68717.51.140.20.94.520242.67316.91.141.20.94.520252.66016.31.142.10.84.520262.64615.71.142.90.84.520272.63315.21.143.60.74.520282.62014.61.244.30.74.520292.60814.11.245.00.74.520302.59613.51.245.60.74.520312.58413.01.246.20.64.520322.57212.51.246.70.64.520332.56112.01.247.20.64.620342.55111.61.247.80.54.620352.54011.11.248.20.54.620362.53010.71.248.70.54.620372.52010.21.249.20.54.620382.5119.81.249.60.54.620392.5029.41.350.00.44.620402.4939.01.350.50.44.620412.4848.61.350.90.44.620422.4768.31.351.20.44.620432.4677.91.351.60.44.620442.4597.61.352.00.44.620452.4527.21.352.40.34.620462.4446.91.352.70.34.620472.4376.61.353.10.34.620482.4306.31.353.40.34.620492.4236.01.353.70.34.620502.4165.71.354.00.34.6
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[^1]: Note: $p$ stands for the estimated value of the parameter associated with the $x_{t - p}$ term of the autoregressive component.
